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Our Price $2,895
Specifications:

Year:  2023  

VIN:  LUJPCLP18MA001262  

Make:  Daix  

Stock:  MT000  

Model/Trim:  Ninja 170cc Street Bike  

Condition:  New  

Engine:  170 cc  

Exterior:  Blue  

Mileage:  0

Unleash the Power: The 170cc Daix Ninja - Automatic Motorcycle – A
Blend of Strength and Simplicity

Elevate your riding experience with our 170cc Automatic Motorcycle, a
true embodiment of power meeting convenience. This motorcycle is not
just a ride; it's a statement on the road, offering a thrilling experience
with the ease of automatic transmission. It's designed for those who
crave a bit more vigor in their journey, without compromising on the
simplicity of an automatic ride.

Key Features:

Powerful Performance: The robust 170cc engine provides a
more exhilarating ride, perfect for those who desire a bit more
speed and agility on their adventures.
Automatic Transmission: Enjoy the thrill of increased power
without the complexity of manual shifting. Ideal for both
seasoned riders and those who prefer the ease of an automatic.
Advanced Fuel Efficiency: Despite its larger engine, this
motorcycle is engineered for optimal fuel consumption, giving
you more miles on the road with each fill-up.
Sleek, Commanding Design: Its design not only turns heads but
also offers an ergonomic riding experience, making long
journeys as comfortable as they are exciting.
Durability and Reliability: Constructed with high-quality
materials, this motorcycle is a dependable companion on both
city streets and country roads.

Why This 170cc Automatic Motorcycle Stands Out:

For the Power-Seekers: It's the ideal choice for those who love
the rush of a more powerful bike but want the ease of an
automatic.
Urban and Beyond: Agile enough for urban environments yet
powerful enough for longer, more adventurous trips.
Eco-Friendly Edge: Offers a greener alternative to larger, fuel-
heavy bikes, without sacrificing performance.

The 170cc Automatic Motorcycle is for those who believe that the
journey should be as thrilling as the destination. It’s your adventure
partner, ready to take on the urban jungle and beyond. Step up to
power, step up to freedom – experience the road like never before.
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